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VERNACULAR BUILDINGS RESEARCH 

HENLEY ARCHAEOLOGICAL & HISTORICAL GROUP  

 

Parish/County: Henley-on-Thames, Oxon Owner:  Mrs. Greave 

(deceased) 

84 Bell Street, Gearholm’   

  Recorder:     

             Ruth Gibson  

         Date:  11.10.06   

 

 

 

  

Listing grade and entry text:   

 Grade II :  17th century front, listed       

together with No. 82, two symmetrical 

houses. Silver grey brick walls with red 

brick dressings.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Discussion on building date, datable alteration and additions:  

This is clearly just one bay of a timber framed house, which continues at No. 82. The two major  

pieces of evidence come from: 

 A)   the dividing wall, which they apparently share but which is only exposed at No. 82 and 

indicates a former front jetty, square framing with narrow framed panels above ( NB: unusual 

here in Henley, but something similar exist at the medieval Bear at 77/79 Bell Street)  

B)    the glimpse one gets of the rear wall at No. 84 of the chimney void accessible through a 

small cupboard door in the attic. Unfortunately little is visible of the roof structure and none at 

all in the attic of No. 82 to make any comparisons about similarities or to help with dating.   

 

The documentary evidence put together by A.Cottingham,  indicates an early 18th century date 

for the refurbishment and subdivision of the former three-bay  house. It refers to ‘Two houses 

lately built in Bell Street’; one an Indenture of 1722 and one a Mortgage of 1734. The fact that 

the documents are 12 years apart but still refer to ‘houses lately built’ shows that one cannot 
accept a definite date for the substantial alterations the house underwent, but they do help in 

defining the refurbishment dating to before 1722.  It has the look of a Queen Anne style house, 

i.e. the refronting and some internal alterations could have taken place around 1700.  

 

 

Map ref., date of 1st map,  type of plot: Burgage plot formerly shared with No. 82, already 

subdivided in 1878 as shown on this First OS map. Its plot has since been much curtailed, 

leaving only a narrow patio. The area behind No. 84 is now owned by 86 Bell Street and was 

already part of ‘Countess Gardens’ by 1926 when Nos 82, 84 and ‘Countess Gardens’ were 
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offered for sale as Freehold Properties by the W.H Mackenzie of the Fawley Court Estate. The 

property also adjoins the grounds to the east known as Countess Gardens, thought to be part of 

the former site of the Royal Manor of Henley.  

 

Type and use of building: Dwelling house 

 

Plan form/position in street:    Although the two houses appear symmetrical, No. 82 occupies a 

larger section with a central doorway between two sets of windows, i.e. it has two front rooms. 

No. 84 has a door, leading to a long corridor with one room (the drawing room) off it on the 

north side. At the end of the corridor there is one further room, now the dining room, occupying 

the whole width of the bay.  

 

The front bay of the house runs parallel to the street, the rear bay sits at right angles to it and is a 

later addition. A narrow, single storey extension under a lean-to roof, now the kitchen, has been 

added at its back. It shares a wall with the rear extension of No. 86 on the north side. 

 

 

Front windows, doors, shop fronts 

 

The first floor windows are cross shaped, whilst the central bay windows at No. 82 have 18th 

century sash windows. The g.f. bay window of No. 84 appears to be a modern addition or 

replacement.  Does it replace an earlier shop window? Oral information from Mrs.Roger’s 
mother refers to a former milliner’s premises. This appears to be borne out by the Street 

Directory entry of 1915 – 1935 which lists Miss C. Keene, milliner. The street directory would 

have referred to the profession as carried out at the premises. 

 

Two first floor front windows have internal side shutters (painted and blocked in now, but still 

extant) 

 

Door has 6 panels. Moulded architrave surrounds with short brackets supporting segmental door 

hood; the same as at No. 82.  

 

Height (no of storeys): Two storeys and attic 

 

Walling type and materials: Brickwork, pale red quoins, rubbed brick arches and aprons, but 

all these brick features are much more subdued than in its more flamboyant later Georgian 

neighbours. Grey header bond wall between windows. Red stretchers and headers in Flemish 

bond at ground floor level, especially visible below windows and next to the entrance door. 

 

Roof shape and structure, trusses: Roof parallel to street, gabled at both ends adjoining 

neighbouring houses.  The rear extension runs back from the street at right angles.  The roof 

structure is not visible in the attic, only some of the rafter feet at the back of the front bay. 

Modern, flat roofed dormers.  

 

Roof covering: Old clay tiles  

 

Chimneys:   Central stack between front and rear range. It  appears to have been built on the 

outside of the rear wall of the former timber framed front range, probably of 4 flues originally 

serving two g.f. and two first floor rooms, now blocked. Brick stack at rear of roof. 
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Special features:   

Bracketed timber cornice; brick aprons below first floor windows, 18th century 

(according to List) bay window ( however this canted, first floor window may well date from the 

early 17th century). The large, northern g.f. window is a modern replacement, probably for a 

shop window whilst the property was Mrs. Keene’s milliners in the first half of the C 20th .   

 

Internal evidence 

Cellar:   none 

.  

Ground Floor:   Entrance into long corridor, pine panelling to dado height, also moulded 

ceiling cornice. A classical, arched doorway with timber pilasters and key stone (in timber) 

gives access to the rear part of the house.  

 

Access from the corridor on the left hand side into the drawing room. In the centre of the rear 

wall is an Adam style repro. F.P. Niches at both sides are occupied by display cupboards. The 

left hand one has open moulded shelves at the top and probably dates to the refurbishing of the 

house, the right hand one looks modern.  

 

The rear room occupies the whole width of the house. It has a F.P. in the central wall and a 

turned staircase on its north side.  A narrow extension at the rear under a lean-to roof shares a 

dividing wall with No. 86, probably built as one when both parts were in the Mackenzie 

ownership but let to different tenants ( See Sales Particulars of 1926 of  Fawley Court). 

 

First Floor: A narrow bedroom shares the space with the landing at the rear. There is a central 

stack between rear and front range. This is now subdivided into bathroom and bedroom. 

 

Attic:  The attic room at the back is at a lower level than that of the front. Much space is taken 

up by the stack. A modern hardboard wall has been inserted to the west of the stack in the front 

room to hide the crumbling wattle and daub stud wall behind. Via a small cupboard door one 

can see into the space occupied by the brick stack  ( brick sizes need checking ) and space 

between it and the front roof. Some of the rafters are visible as well as part of the inserted attic 

lath and plaster rear stud wall. The three visible rafters are tenoned into to the short section of 

purlin visible. A great deal of alterations have taken place to this roof, reflecting the changes to 

the front elevation from timber framed house to brick façade. (NB  Future repairs or 

modifications in the roof space may result in better access to this area and better understanding  

of the original roof structure). 

 

Conclusion: 

 

No. 84 is one bay of a 3-bay timber framed, probably formerly jettied building; subdivided, re-

fronted, extended to the rear and altered internally to bring it up to date around 1700. This house 

now forms a semi-detached dwelling with its neighbour on the south side. They are unusual as 

both houses retain their cross windows at first floor level (17th C. features), forerunners of the 

sash windows, which are so much a part of the Georgian architecture of the town. The simple 

Palladian style door cases and six panel doors look as if they are part of  early 18th century date,  

as is the fine brick work and bracketed timber cornice.   

 

The first floor canted bay window, which now belongs to No. 82, remains the central feature. It 

may originally have been an oriel window, possibly above a central doorway when this was a 

single, timber framed dwelling.    
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Front room with fire place and two built in display    View of moulded dentil cornice, grey header bond  

Cabinets in the rear wall           brickwork and canted ‘oriel’ window at No. 82 

 

 

 

 

Both entrance doors are of the same classical design with segmental hood 

supported by moulded brackets. The doors have six- fielded panels. The 

entrance corridor to No. 84 has an archway, supported by pilasters and a 

central ‘key stone’. The walls are panelled to dado height.  
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Ground plans of Nos. 84 and 82 Bell Street. No. 84 is only a sketch plan based on Sales particulars to 

illustrate the lay-out of the dwelling as part of the substantial three-bay house it was originally.  
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      1878 First OS Map of Henley-on-Thames 
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